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Coach Mike Maack teaches an eager UCF pitching staff 1be Move - Sport$, p. 12
•

•

Vol. 28 • No. 50

News Briefs
•

v' Honor minority students
to be credited. Dr. Anthony
Charles Thompson to speak
at event. See page 3.

bomb threat. See Page 4.

features
v' We turn back The
Swartz Files to 1994 and
resurrect an Extremely
Tiny Novel. v' The CFF Creed

Opinion

Sports

•

•

•

v' Baseball team drops three
to the Hatters.
V"UCF Crew Team rows
against the big schools.

v' Chris Elias takes on Iron
Mike.
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•
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River Keeper, a program that brings
litigation topollutersoftheHudson
River. He represents most of the
fishermen on the Hudson River,
who because oflarge corporations,
"have lost over 1,000jobs in the last
12 years," Kennedy said.
Kennedy has a team that patrols the Hudson river in a boat,
traveling up and down looking for
polluters.
However, this year Kennedy
is also in Washington D.C. lobbying against the new provisions in
the Republican's "Contract for
America."
Kennedy feels that Americans will not tolerate a frontal attack on their environment. However, he said the ·government has
carefully and craftily concealed any
mandates they plan on enacting.
All 19 federal laws that were
designed to protect our environment, .health and food safety are all
up for revision this year. Kennedy
said the Clean Water Act, for ex-

see KENNEDY, page 3

Workirig women share strategies for
appointed to. success, balancing of career and family
replace S.G.
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor

•

•

by SAMANTHA KA TES
Staff writer

by EMILY POWERS
Contributing writer

•·

.:

Kennedy cites dangers of environmental law changes

Committee

v' Library evacuated after a

•

· . ·.... -~ · _- .. · M~rch ·:26._1996~

v'Pat Fox's moles are
removed.

hold Vote Fest '96.
See page4.

•

.

v' Dan Griffin takes a
shot at the SGA

v' UCF college dempcrats to

•

Serving the University of Central Florida since 1968 .

RobertF. Kennedy Jr. is not a
manlivingoffthefameofhisancestors.
A graduate of Harvard University, University of Virginia Law
school and holding a master's in
Environmental law from Pace University, Kennedy speaks with intelligence and passion about environmental issues.
Kennedy brought that enthusiasm with him to UCF Thursday
night to speak about the dangers of
governmental changes to environmental legislation.
In front of a small crowd of
about 80, students gathered in the
arena not expecting to walk away
with so much newly founded knowledge.
Kether Levy, 21, said "I really didn't know it was going to be
about environmentalism. I was sur. photo/SAGINARIO
prised he was so down to earth. He
Robert Kennedy Jr. speaks at the UCF Arena Thursday night was extremely informative."
about the environment and government's impact on it.
Kennedy currently works for

v' Changes made to Special
Committee and Special
Review Commission. See
page 2.

,.

Future

Student Affairs Vice President LeVester Tubbs met Friday
with the new members of the Special Committee which has been
appointed to replace the suspended
student government.
The following members
were selected:
•Ericka Smith, Judicial Council co-chair
•Maria Miller, Judicial Council
•Bill McFarland, Judicial Council
•Cherie DelVecchio, Judicial
Council
•Monica Zapata, Judicial Council
•Stacey George, Judicial Council
•Aaron Scavron, Judicial Council
•James Hurley, Judicial Council
•Tanya Watson, Judicial Council
•Cassandra Willard, Judicial
Council
•Ashley Williamson, Judicial
Council
•Nicole Penne, President's Leadership Council - co-chair
•Barbara Lopez, Greek Council
•Jessica Fainter, Residence Hall
Association
•Gamma Dean, Lake Claire Apartment Association
•Andrea Patterson, African
American Student Union
•Alan Florez, Hispanic American
Student Association
•Gordon McKenzie, Caribbean
Student Association
Tubbs named Ericka Smith
see COMlllTIEE, page 2

Strategiesforsuccessandbalancingacareerand family werethe
focus of Thursday's "Women in
the Workplace" panel discussion
held to celebrate Women's History
Month.
The strategies were discussed
by three career women from the Orlando community including Alice
MacMahon, a registered nurse and
director of The Center for Women's
Medicine at Aorida Hospital.
MacMahon called her career
"magical," although she originally
wanted to be a musician. She decided nursing was a more realistic
career choice.
"Becoming a nurse is one of
the greatest things you can do,"
MacMahonsaid, ''Even ifyou don't
actually work as a nurse, a nursing
education opens the doors to a lot of
great things."
MacMahon specializes in
women's health and has written
two books, All About Childbirth
and Women and Hormones.
MacMahon said she felt lucky in
the respect of balancing career and
family, thanks to her tremendously
supportive husband.
''It can work," MacMahon
said. "You can have it all."
Panelist Ester Wilson, an
employee of the Human Services
Council in the Juvenile Assessment Center in downtown Orlando, runs two court alternative
rograms for youthful offenders.
She coordinates JASP (Juvenile
Alternative Services Program)

' .

photo/SAGINARIO

The women's discussion panel focuses on strategies for
success and balancing a career and family.
and YES (Youth Educational was the panelist in the most maledominated profession.
Shoplifting Program).
Patel began as a pre-med
Much like MacMahon, Wilson never wanted a career in social student, but it was her strong interwork. She originally planned to own est in general sciences that led her
a business. After i:nuch indecision, to her current position.
''I never gave up on an opWilson decided that social work
portunity," Patel said. "If an opwas right for her.
''I'm in this job because it's portunity came my way, I seized
where God wants me to be," Wil- it."
At age 33, Patel decided to
son said.
As a pregnant teen, Wilson start a family. Although she adhad numerous obstacles to over- mitted the balancing act is difficome in order to become success- cult, she said her husband has alful. However, she said that strong_ ways been extremely supportive.
''Wedo whatever works and
support from her mother kept her
on the right track. Wilson's struggle we do the best we can," Patel said.
for success taught her one very im- ''It's a challenge every single day."
The event was coordinated
portant lesson, "I learned it was
okay to ask for help. No man truly by Dr. Carol Adams and Dr. Joan
Morris, both faculty members of
is an island."
Pareul Patel, a plant protec- the women's studies department
tion and quarantine officer for the atUCF.
U.S. Department of Agriculture,

•
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Special Committee to oversee Activity and Service Fee funds
passed, the bill is signed by Tubbs and
one of the two committee chairs.
The club is then able to obtain
and Nicole Penne as co-chairs of
the committee which will oversee funds from the student government
spending of the Activity and Ser- office.
The Special Committee will
vice Fee funds until a new student
government is elected in the fall. also act as a sounding board as new
He said he named Smith andPenne ideas and suggestions for student
because of their experience, in or- government come forth, Tubbs said.
Because the Florida State
der to provide for continuity.
Association
is concerned about
According to Tubbs, the budget for the next fiscal year will be UCF's involvement and representhe same as the current one. -clubs tation at FSA activities, Tubbs wilJ
and organizations that had line ask one of the co-chairs or other
items this year will have the same members to be present at FSA
events, when necessary.
amount budgeted for next year.
Some members were notable
For clubs and organizations
that wish to request new or addi- to attend the meeting. Those that did
tional funding, a new process has listened quietly as Tubbs explained
the new procedures.
been put into place.
Gordon McKenzie, the repA representative from the
club goes to the student govern- resentative from the Caribbean Stument offices and picks up a "Re- dent Association, asked how his
club could get funding for a proquest for Funding Form."
A member of the club com- gram which will be held next week.
pletes the form and returns it to the Since the CSA is not a line item l)n
the current year's budget, they do
student government secretary.
The secretary takes the in- not have allocated funds.
'This is the reason we're in
formation and puts it into the form
trouble now," Tubbs said.
of a formal bill.
Although the vice president
With eight or more days nosaid
he
would try to work with CSA,
tice, the bill is seen by the Special
Committee and brought to a vote. If he stressed to the committee mem-

from COMMITIEE, page 1

\
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LeVester Tubbs
Vice President for Student
Affairs
bers the importance of getting the
word out to clubs and organizations
about the need to make requests
well in advance of events. (A minimum of eight days will be required
for a formal bill to be presented to
the committee.)
"How should we know what
guidelines we should be following
when clubs make requests?" Alan
Florez, vice president of the Hispanic American Student Association asked.

Montel Watson, administrative coordinator for Student Government, said the members would
be provided with some written
guidelines.
As forthenextelection, Tubbs
told the group that the current plan is
for the elections of president and
vice president to be held the third
week in September. Senate elections will be held one month later.
According to Tubbs, this delay will
allow the student body to vote on
any changes, be it number of senators or other changes, at the first
election.
The brief meeting adjourned
withtheagreementtomeetonaweekly
basis on Friday afternoons at 4:30
p.m.
Originally, a townhall style
meeting was proposed for handling
spending requests. Tubbs said earlier
in the week that President John C. Hitt
had decided not to use that plan ''because of possible disruptions."
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS THAT WANT TO REQUEST NEW OR ADDIDONAL
FUNDINGSHOULDMAKESURE
THEIRFORMALREQUESTSARE
SUBMITIED AT LEAST EIGlff
DAYS IN ADVANCE!
'

Tlie Central Flo1ida Future is looking for possible news editor
and assistant news e<litor ca,ndi<lates. Strong
s writing
slillls are a milSt a,ncl Pagemaker experience is preferable but
not necessary. Call ·823-8054, ext. 27 for more infonnation.

II makes
ngesto

mmiltees
by DORIS BLOODSWORTII

•

•
•

~news editor

According to Vice President
for Student Affairs LeVester
Tubbs, a few changes have been
made regarding the Special Committee and the Special Review
Comnmmoo.
PresidentJohnC.Hittadded
a representative from the Carib-

•

•

beanStudent~iationtothelist

of members for the Special Committee.
New members added to the
Special Review Commismn are:
• James Blount, a fonner
student regent and student gov·
ernment president
• Sha'~on James, a current
student regent
According to Sharon
Pacheco, executive director of the
Florida Student ~tion, her
organi7.ationhadrequestedJames
be added~ an independent member to the committee. TheFSAhas
beenvocalabouttheirconcemand
disapproval of the suspemion o
UCF's Student Government
The other change insti·
tuted since the president's press
conference on March 12 was the
elimination of a townhall meeting format for handling funding
requests. The new process in. volvesreviewbytheSpecialCom·
mittee onl •
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Coming Wednesday, March 27th, 1996
The University

Central Florida's

•
•

•
•

•

usiness Atrium
•

Come and Check Out
Central Florida
Part-Time Employment
Opportunities

•
•

•
•

Wednesday, March 27th, 1996 Fro01 9atn To lpnt
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center

•

•
•
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Kennedy emphasizes conservation, appreciation
from KENNEDY, page 1

•

•

•

•

the week, while in Peking there are
oxygen bars where you pay for a
breath of clean air.
America is one of the few
countries where you can drink the
tap water, Kennedy said.

ample, will be revised to allow cities and companies to dump raw
sewage into the waterways with
only one treabnent white the Endangered Species Act will be rewritten so thcij species will only be
protected from extinction if they
can demonstrate a currenteconomic
value.
Kennedy said the government revises these laws because it
thinks the time has come to decide
between economic prosperity and
environmental protection. However, Kennedy feels the two go
hand and hand.
"The most wealth our coun"Goodenvironmental policy try has is in the clean air, the clear
is identical to good economic water and safe beaches," Kennedy
policy," Kennedy said.
said. "Spending money on conservOverall, Kennedy said that ing the environment is an investAmericans have it very good be- ment to our nation and our chilcause our environment is far supe- dren." _
rior to that of any other country.
Kennedy said to make a difIn Bangkok, he explained, · ference, it is important to start 10the air is so contaminated most 6- cally.
year-olds have lost 7 IQ points due
"The most important thing
to the amount of lead in the air.
we can do is to clean up ~ur own
In Mexico City, people can backyard," he said. "N~ture identionly use their car three days out of fies who we are as a people, gives us

a greater common bond and shared
values."
God's presence is apparent
so vividly in nature, Kennedy said.
''I don't think nature is God, I
think nature is one of the ways God
communicates with us," Kennedy
said.
. As inhabitants of this Earth,
he emphasized the importance of
conservation and appreciation for
our surroundings.
''Weareentltledtoliveoffthe
interest, but not to go into the capital,'' Kennedy said.
Jeff Astrowsky, 22, enjoyed
the lecture much more then he
thought he would.
''Having gone to school in
Albany, I can appreciate the work
that Kennedy has done to preserve
the Hudson area,'' Astrowsky said.
''The Hudson valley is very impressive, and it would be nice if someone of his capacity could come to
the Central Florida area to help preserve its beauty.~· ·
Kennedy closed by reminding us that "the Earth was not given
to you by your par~nts, it was loaned
, to you by your children."

Upcoming Events
• The Clothesline Project:
• Special Presentation:
A
visual
display of shirts that re''Working With Sexually Abused
flect
the
violence committed
Children." March 26, 6:45-7:50
against
women
daily. April 3from
p.m.,ED 174A.
9-a.m. - 7 p.m. at UCF Reflection
Pond.

•

• LouAnne Johnson, best
known from Michelle Pfieffer's
portrayal in the movie "Dangerous Minds," takes a look at the
learning habits of L.A.'s innercity high schoolers. March 3, 8
p.m.,SCA•

Minority students to be

recognized for excellence
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor

The third annual ''Excellence
in Action" program will honor minority students who excelled during
the 1995 fall semester. Students will
be recognized following a special
keynote speaker at 4 p.m., March
27, at the VAB Auditorium.
About 1,300 students will be
recognized for having obtained a
3.0 GPA or better.
Those students who maintained a 4.0 GPA will be called on
stage to receiye their certificate.
According to the office of Minority
Student Services, about 300 student
scholars will be represented in this
category.
The keynote speaker for this
event is Dr. Anthony Charles Thompson, whorecei":'edhis bachelor's

and master's degrees from UCF.
Thompson received his doctorate
from Florida State University.
While attending UCF, Thompson participated in many campus activities, including: Academic
Peer Advisement, Orientation Team,
President'sl..eadershipCouncil, Student Center Activities Board and he
also chaired UCFs first football
homecoming celebration.
Thompson won the 1980
Florida Poetry Contest for his poem,
"Hotter Than." He has had his
works published in numerous magazines.
Besides his years as a student, Thompson also served as the
director of alumni relations for
UCF. Currently, he is the vice
president for development and
planning for the Florida Education Fund.

Intere$ted. writers
'team. ~tt m.e~t$ e1Tery
Sunday night at l(e1$ey'$
Pi~~eria at 7 p.m.. ~o:me . by
and m.eet the $ta.ff and
$tart getting the clip$ and
e8perience you need.
-

Announcing the combining -of
•

College Book & Supply Inc .
and

•

-

.
•

•

•
•

CB&S Bookstore
• Greater Location

• ;Larger Location

• One Stop Shopping

• Friendly Environment

•Free Bamies Coffee
•We are an Official .source of UCF Textbooks
•Conveniently located behind Applebee's
Directly across University Blvd. from our old
location in University Shoppes
Central Florida's only bookstore with a comprehensive selection
from Bestsellers to Textbooks
12140 Collegiate Way:
Behind Applebee's and Boston Market
382-1617
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UCF College Democrats
to host Vote Fest '96

ORIENTATI ON
PEER ADVISORS
NEEDED

by AMY WANDEL
Staff writer

• UCF
Division of Enrollment & Academic Services
Unit of Academic Development & Retention

Peer advisors needed for 1996 summer orientation programs $5 .50/hour, and the opportunity to serve and
welcome new UCF students. Infonnation and applications available in the Academic Exploration Program,
Phillips Hall Rm. f02 .
QUALIFICATIONS

,..
,..
,...
,..
,...

RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE, and ADAPT ABLE with
excellent INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION skills .
Min. 2.5 GPA
Min . 45 UCF credit hours completed by June .1996
Must be available for training and summer orientation
programs (see schedule below)
Enthusiastic ab·o~t serving UCF community

Help UCF

Stud~nts

Put Their Academic Puzzles Together

TRAINING AND ORIENTATION SCHEDULE

Training:
May 13-17, 1996 (10 hfs)
May 20-24, 1996 (10 hrs)

Orientation:
June 14, 1996
June 17, J996
June 26, 1996
July 2, 1996
July JO, 1996
July 16, 1996
July 19, 1996
July 24, 1996
Aug. 19, 1996

YOU CAN FINISH IN FOUR.YEARS!
AT

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE - ORLANDO PROGRAM
• Fully accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools
• Specifically tailored for working
college students
• Convenient evening and weekend classes
• Seven-week terms/ competitive
tuition rates

Offering B.S. - Business Administration Degrees iri.
•Accounting
• 5th Year CPA Courses
•Computer Information Science
·•Finance •Human Resources Management
•Production Management
• Marketing Management

CALL TODAY AT:

855-1302

Gearing up for the national
elections of 1996, the UCF College
Democrats will sponsor Vote F~t
'96, at which they will register students to vote.
'We're
not out to recruit Democrats," said
UCF College Democrat President Mike
Men ahem.
"We want
you
to
choose for
yourself."
Students will
also have the
opportunity
to cast their
votes in a mock election during Vote
Fest '96 by dropping change into
buckets marked '.'Ointon",'' "Dole,"
and "Buchanan." The winner will
be determined by the bucket containing the most money and the
change will be donated to Big
Brothers, Big Sisters.
Club members will also
hand ~ut literature on the records
of the three candidates.
"We're about fighting apathy," Menahem said. "We're out
to make people aware."
For the election of 1996, the
club's main focus will be education, according to Menahem.
"The other party has elected

'

,

'Rqi!

get to go to
school who
want to,"
Men ahem
said. "They
pay their
community
back."
lnaddition,
Menahem
said
the
UCF College Democrats oppose
raising college tuition
fees to prevent overcrowding.
"'I don't think that's going to
help,"hesaid. '1fanything, weneedto
spend more money on education."
The UCF College Democrats
will also campaign in the local elections for the House-of Representatives. Menahem said the club supports Bob Lazarus for District 25
cuid Jim Hataway for District 33.
Club members will circulate petitions for the candidates
throughout the community. They
plan to target registered Democrats and encourage people to register to vote.
"Elections are won locally,"
Menahem said.

D Library evacuated
· while police search
for possible
explosives.
by MATT WILSON
Contributing writer

'The library is going to blow
up!"

This is what an unidentified
man reported to the UCF operator
on March 8 at about 2:30 p.m.
When asked where the bomb

was located, he replied, "the floor
with the biggest books."
The operator, Agnes E:
Turgeon, ·immediately called the
UCF Police Department who
promptly evacuated the library.
UCFPD then checked each floor for
a possible explosive device.
When none were found, the
go-ahead to return was given by
Sgt. Williamson.
Since UCF telecommunications does not record incoming calls
to the operator, there is no recording
of the threat.

The Future is here now! Every Tuesday
and Thurday you can check it out.

CARIBBEAN EXPERIENCE
Send more information
about Flortda Southern College-Orlando Program to:

TAN AND NAILS
NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Grand Opening Special
Address:_
. -----City:---.-----

•

lomb threat a hoax

next term begi,ns April 25

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE-ORLANDO • 8578 AVENUE C. • ORLANDO FL 32827 • 855-1302

to cut down the Department of
Education, cutting out a lot of Pell
Grants," he said.
The club supports President
Clinton's Ameriea's Corp plan, in
which students pay back school
loans by performing community
service.

$10 off Full Set of Nails
$39.95 1 month unlimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails

State/Zip: _ _ _ __

1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO

365-9755

'
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Cellular & Paging sales ft/pt, very VALET PARKING POSIDONS
Leaving for the summer?
flexible schedule. Call Steve
AVAILABLE
Apartment Hunters announces a
Craig at 830-8339
brand new sublet service Call for
Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
details 282- 0980
Baily's special limited program
America's fastest growing long
must have clean driving record
just interested in hanging around t------------1 distance company ia providing
for students and residents. Call
great personality & customer
Apt for rent, Huge 2 br 2 ba, walk
with veterans having fun and
Walter 297-8400.
entry-level positions to market
service oriented
to UCF, quiet, $425, 349-2723
helping the community?
their services. Pff, generous
Call Guest services management
Join The Student Veteran
FREE
commisions, work your own
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
Association.
UCF area homes. ANQ! Ez
hours. Grab your piece pf an $80 t------an_d_u...:.p_ _ _ _-J Prepaid-calling cards $.19 per/
For info Call 823-2707
assume Waterford Lks. 3br, pond.
min, 24 hrs/day, 365 days. All
billion industry. 7:30pm meeting
We Need Help Now!
r---U-C_F_G_o-ld_T_e_am-----1 $70's! Pk Manor. POOL can rent
50 states + Puerto Rico. Call
on 3/28 at the Renaissance Hotel
No Experience Needed.
in-law side. $80's! ExclusiveAccepting applications for new
273-0780 for more info.
on SR 436 near airport. Call (941) 1,000-3,000 per month now being
members. Pick up application in
Atkins Realty Co. of Orlando
549-5410 to RSVP
made by our dealers for Personal t - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!!
the football offices WDSC x5506
273-3143
Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
t------------1
Hundreds
& thousands of granys
Lakefront House for rent. 3br/2ba . 4-H Summer camp-Aquatics,
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
recreation, environmental
available
to
all students. Immediate
on lake Prickett avail. 5/1/96 $900
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc.
education, positions available at
qualification.
Call 1800-585-8AID
mo. 15 min from UCF, great skiing
894-0318
four Florida facilities. Employnever to be repaid
Thank you Diana & Josh for all of
568-7936
ment startS May 27 .Call 846-0996
PROGRAMMER-Career
your hard work on GCLC. It was Sherwood Forest imed bee. 3/2 2/2
for information
opportunity.
Full or Part.,.time. Cl THE MARIJUANA CONNECgreat!
dmv prop 657-1967 1 800 929C++, Win SDK, OLE 2.0, GUI,
TION
Childcare needed in my home,
Congrats Greek Week winners!
4403
Req'd DB, Network, Graphics
INFOLINE 1-900-370-HEMP
Aloma/Semofon
area,
6
yr.
old
lst pl.:IlBO, Ia: & DC
exp. preferred Send resume
$2.99/min. 18+ TT Outlink
boy 3 Weekday evenings from
2nd pl: M', .I:OE, & ACACIA
AXXIS Corp. 1255 Belle Ave.
8019436135
5:30-9:30pm
every
other
Fri.-Sat
3rd pl: ZTA & AXA
101, Winter Spgs, FL 32708
night.
Must
have
dependable
auto
Thanks to all who participated.
w/ins. Pay negotie1:ble-Call 843- . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - '· KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
Seeking entry-level, part-time
Special thanks to Nora, Charlie,
9900w 679-9710h Karen
Part-time cashier/stock clerks
computer programmer. Strong
Kerrie, Carnot and all who helped
needed. The College Books
Interested in Tv Acting or ModelDOS knowledge a must. Turbo
with Greek Week
Eam cash stuffing envelopes. _Send
Rack, Vol. IV, your new off
ing? Class of '76 Alum Lisa Maile
Pascal preferred, but C or other
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
campus bookstore, will be
can help you get started! Ages 4&
equivalent language is acceptable.
66051
opening up for your convenience
up: $25 off with this ad-call Lisa
Experience with Lantastic a big
100
People
Wanted:
We
pay
you
April
8.
Contact
Noreen
Maile
Image, Modeling & Acting
plus. Flexible hours, will adjust for
Looking (or a roommate? We
to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
Mansfield at 904/238-0103
in W.P (407) 628-5989. Kudos to
college schedule.
380-2549
t----V-al_e_t
R_u_nn_e_r----1
LM grads, Jen Alvarez, Miss
have place available immediately
Call 896-1450.
in the UCF area. Call Apartment t-Earn--m-on_e_y_&_l_o_se_w_e_i-gh-t-.1-lo_s_t..J--Part--tiin-.
-e-can-lead-":"',to-.F....:u,...11--tnn-.
-e---1 * Largest Co. in Central Florida Orlando& Becky Dedo, Miss UCF.
Hunters 282-0980
20 pounds in 30 days and earned
rm lokking for 5 energetic &
*I-Drive, Downtown, Winter
IBRM PAPER BLUES?
$420 in one week: 672-4356
athletic students to earn 62.50 an
Park
Need help typing, proofreading, or
hour. If you can work one day a
*Guaranteed & Flexible Shifts printing? We can help. Call us 299$1750 weekly possible, mailing
* Great Money $6-$12 hr.
'Week and are not afraid of sales,
469. Professional experienced, UC
our circulars.
For
info
call
301Room for rent $200 + util.
306-l207
this business-is for you.
* 19 Years of age
- Alumni.
Kitchen use AC WD 365-5796
Earn top dollar with the fastest
* Call 849-0670 9-5 M-F
Karla's Karacter Shop
growing bank card processor in
HELP wANIBD !
America. Call on area retailers to
Individuals to work at residential
LOOKING FOR A JOB?
assist with p.o.s. accounts. EMG
Start
with an excellent resume! We
summer camp for physically
(407)628-2700
disabled adults & children-co-ed can help you create one that stands
out from the rest. Cover letters, too.
. EARN $500 or more weekly·
residential salary plus Rm & B.
Call 299 5469
Camp Challenge (352) 383-4711
stuffing envelopes at home. Send t-------------1
Karla's Karacter Shop
Internet Income. National
long SASE to: Country Living
Internet Service provider seeks
Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box
local sales people. Commissions,
1779, Denham Springs, LA
bonuses, residuals. Full time/Part
70727
EUROPE $229.
time. Call 673-3747
Caribbean/Mexico
$189, r/t.
Shoe Sales- Rutland's is seeking
I
Need
Help!-5
Bilingual
self
Be
a
little
flexible
and
save$$$
person w/ retail exp. to sell better
mo~va~~
students
to
help
with
We'll
help
you.beat
the
airline
prices.
quality Men's shoes. Salary &
growmg
mt
1
co.
Send
6x9
SASE
to
Destinations
worldwide.
comm. 20-25 hrs/week
PO Box 690694 Orlando, FL
AIRHITCH® 800-326-2009
Call 629-4055 M-F 9-5
32869-0694
airhitch@netcom.com
Cashiers- Work when you can in a
Caribbean Island Promotions
pool of employ~s for pharmacy/
Has a Bahamas Spring Break
Clinic. $6.00.perhour. Call
Getaway for as little as $500 per
TOPTALENf STAFFING
Organic Vegetables and herbs. Uwk/person (407) 382-0877
839-6222, 1000 N. Magnolia.
pick from my gardens. Call 365Never a fee.
6024
Alternative Spring Break- 5 days,
music~ dance, yoga. Missouri
Osarks, Vegetarian meals $145
800-896-2387
Study

Services

Club Info

Greek Corner

Help Wanted

.,
I

Roommates

•

•

•
•

·•

Travel

a z z & Mo r

e ..

For Sale

I

•
•

•

•

TAKE TIME OUT FOR YOURSELF _YEAST INFECTION Research
AND YOUR HEALTH.
Opportunity for Qualified women to participate in a nationwide
Enjoy the healing benefits of therapeutic massage
by a Licensed Massage Therapist.
First one hour session only $30. (U.C.F. area only)
Call Todd M. Facello L.M. I (407) 899-4859
MA#0019467

•

NOTICE!

NOTICE!

NOTICE!

IF YOU ARE A STUDENT FROM OVERSEAS
WITH GOOD BUSI\!ESS CONNECTIONS BACK
HOME, CALL US FOR THE OPPORTUNITY OF
A LIFETL\IE.
PHU 332-9288 (9-5 p.m.)
TO~I
298-6287 (After Hours)
FAX 291-6690

research study sponsored by a major pharmaceutical
company.

Other

HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY?
If you are a female 18 years of age and older and have at
least one symptom (other than discharge) of yeast vaginitis
and have not recently begun treatment.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Free study related medical care (physical exam, pelvic
examination & laboratory evaluations) and study medication.

Payment up to $100.00
Call For An Immediate A

ointment 7 da s a Week

ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
4401 S. Orange Ave., Suite 108

(407) 240-7878

* Free Cellular Phones*·
Unlimited airtime 1st and 13th
I month with AT&T digital Service.
· Pagers starting at $19.95, Monthly
svc. as low as $6.95 Call830-8339
for info
ATIENTION ALL STUDENTS!?! GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN
PRIVATE FUNDING.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. I
860 AID-2-HELP (1 800 2432435)
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Consider tile Health Fee
insurance, and get used to it
I
I

Pat Fox
Opinion
EDITOR
fortunate to have parents paying for
car insurance. At the tender age of
under 25, it almost takes a full time
job just to pay for that insurance.
Home-owners insurance is
another arena all together. While
the premiums are, in some instances,
I agree with Ms. Koller' s con- less than that of an under 25 year old
cerns about losing our rights to vote male driver, most companies are
in the student election. However, I now refusing to write new policies
am more concerned about the spend- · in Florida. Why? Because we get hit
ing habits of our elected representa- by hurricanes. Duh.
tives than the unfairness ofthe Health
Health Insurance, on the other
Services Fee.
hand, is just a whole different game.
Ms. Koller seems to mind that I, for one, have adamantly refused
the same fee is charged regardless to purchase health insurance. I priced
of the course load. I don'treally see it once, several years ago. I vividly
this as being a valid argument. The remember sitting in the agent's ofnumber of times a student is apt to fice, asking him exactly what I got
use Health Services shouldn't de- for that premium of $50.00 per
pend on how many courses they month. He said, "After the deducttake, unless of course their instruc- ible have been satisfied, it will pay
tors are hopelessly nauseating. I 80 percent of the customary charges
guess that could happen.
for medical procedures."
It is more likely however, that
Further questioning revealed
students regardless of course load that they have a list of prices they
are equally likely to use the Health were willing to pay for procedures, ·
Services, and so are charged a flat but it's top secret. I declined.
rate. It just makes sense.
When I got to UCF, though,
More than that, it is a prepara- and was hit with the health fee, I
tion for what will certainly be a decided to take advantage ofit. I got
lifetime of unfair prices and policies several moles removed from my
stuck to us in the form of all manners back, for very nominal fees, and
of insurance throughout our lives.
now I don't have to worry about
For example, that car insur- them turning cancerous in the sun.
ance thing. Perhaps many of.you are
The moral: make lemonade.

O I for one, have
always resisted
insurance, but the
health fee is a deal.

Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com
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The shame of student government
O Whatever the rest
of the story is, shame on the SGA
leaders, and
advisors as well.

Da11 Griffi11
The Liberal
Media

Well, it seems that politics
Secondly, assuming that
and politicians are just as sleazy Torregrosa and Amoros were truly
here at UCF as they are in the real .too stupid to know any better, perworld.MiguelTorregrosaandFrank haps they looked.to a UCF adminisAmoros betrayed the trust put in
them by the students at UCF. Their
lack ofjudgement and questionable
spending is a disgrace to everything
higher education is about. Their refusal to acknowledge their irresponsibility and their continued protestations are worthy ofseasoned memsystem
bers of the US Congress! And yet,
should we be surprised?
First off, they were not elected trator as an example for their spendby the student body, but by the ing practices. Perhaps they figured
Greek students. Coming from such that if the Dean of the College of
an elitist system, it should not sur- Business Administration could
prise anyone that Torregrosa and make ethically questionable purAmoros behaved in the way they chases that benefited no one at UCF
did. All of the purchases under ques- other than the purchasers, that it was
tion reflect an attitude of elitism that OK for them to as well. Since
thrives in the Greek system. As long Torregrosa and Amoros saw that
as it benefits the select few, it's there were no real consequences for
okay. Such is the Greek attitude; Dean Huseman (exceptfor a slap on
such was Torregrosa and Amoros' the wrist), perhaps they thought they
attitude toward student government. could get away with it too. But the
But, historically, the non-Greek stu- bottom line is that Torregrosa and
dents couldn't care less about who Amoros knew what they were doruns student government, hence the ing was wrong and they got what
end result: a corrupt administration. they deserved.

All of the purchases
under question
reflect an attitude of
elitism that thrives
in the Greek

O Peter Maxwell talks about social
dysfunction
O Heather Stackhouse gives a punny
performance
O David Swartz, Jr. gives three cheers for
standardized tests

The Opinion Section wants you!

Speaking of which, what
about Dr. Tubbs and the rest of the
SG advisors? All the purchases in
question had to be approved by them.
Why were they asleep on the job?
Yes, they should have been able to
trust the SG president and VP, but
knowing they could not, why were
they so neglectful? It seems to me
that if Miguel and Frank were suspended, so should Dr. Tubbs and the
rest of the irresponsi~le advisors.
Perhaps Dr. Hitt will punish them
by offering them tenured teaching
positions (much like Huseman).
That would really teach them a lesson!
. But for all the flack I'm giving Dr. Hitt, I don't think he had any
choice but to suspend Torregrosa
and Amoros. Perhaps if they had
enough common sense to admit they
did wrong, a compromise could have
been reached. Their lack of repentance, though, left him little choice.
Torregrosa and Amoros became
drunk with power and Dr. Hitt cut
off their supply.
That still doesrr' t explain why
Hitt suspended the legislative branch
of SG, though. Yes, they are also an
elitist group ofirresponsible Greeks,
but they did not do anything wrong.
Hitt should be suspending Tubbs
and the other advisors before the
rest of SG. Yet this should not be
surprising, either. Hitt has been notoriously disinterested in student
opinion and input since his arrival.
That's why The Central Florida
Future is off campus, but that's a
subject for another column.
Here's a message for Miguel
and Frank: the time for whining is
over. You did wrong. You know
you did wrong. It's time to act like
adults and accept responsibility for
your actions.
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•

•
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AND OTHER VOLLEYBALL PROS
Swing by the Kodak Fun Saver camera booth for your chance to set
and spike on the pros. Okay, they're just life-size cut-outs, but nail'em
and you could win a Kodak Fun Saver beach towel and other prizes.

KODAK FUN SAVER "CAM JAM" DRAWINGS
Jam your entry into the box at the booth, and every hour your name
could be drawn to win a Kodak Fun Saver pocket daylight camera.
At the end of each day we'll draw for a Kodak duffel bag filled
with all kinds of Fun Saver stuff.
"TAKE YOUR PIC" MATCH & WIN GAME
Stop by the booth to play this "concentration" game of sorts.
Match the most pictures in 3 minutes, and you'll win great
Fun Saver prizes. ·
BEA STAR!
Don't be surprised if someone wielding a Fun Saver
pocket daylight camera catches you on campus in
action. Look for your picture at the Kodak booth display.

P R I N C I P L E S o l S 0 U N D R E T I R E 1\1 E N T I N V E S T I N G
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-cleferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets-money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is
every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, based ou assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
- from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low, 0 which means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call I 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
Call toda.1-it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it. su

•

•
•
•
•

•s111nJarJ d Pooe; !11J11l'anrt Rating Anal-yJu. 1995; l..ip~r Analytical Seiv1ces, Inc., lipptr-Dvtctm'Ana/ytt&Di Daia, 1995 (Quarterly). CREF certificates an: dmnbuted by TIAA-CREF lndMdual and lnst11u11onal
Seivicc., Inc. For mo~ complete information, including charges and expenses, call .I 800-842...:1733, ext. 5509, for a current CREF prospectu•. Reul the prospectus c..,..fully before you mvesr or 1e11d money.
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'Pigeons Really AreA Nuisance'

~n

P"'JO 9

Exlremely Tiny Novel
by David Swaitz Jr.

''We've had numerous reports of stolen cars in the business district. Twelve cars, all BMW's, have been stolen from the ga~ages oflarge businesses in the last week,"
Captain Willis said.
Officer Frank Morris' eyes glistened when he heard the announcement He knew he could handle this case. He despised the paltry assignments the captain always assigned to
him. He wanted to show the dep~ent that he deserved to wear the badge. Unfortunately, he did not. The only reason the department hired him as anything more than a floor buffer
was that his father used to be police chief of the city. All of the other officers detested Frank's incompetence and poor discretion and ridiculed him as a hobby. But somehow Frank seemed
unaffected by their words; not paying attention to, or not understanding, their insults.
''I'll volunteer for that assignment," Frank said.
The captain answered, "Well, actually, I've already assigned Jenkins to that case, but I do have a case especially for you, Frank."
''Really? What? A murder case? Kidnapping?" Frank eagerly asked.
·
''Well, not exactly," Captain Willis responded.
"What then?" Frank said, giddily.
''Well, we've had reports of a pigeon problem downtown. Lots of pigeons; they 're pooping everywhere. I want you to disperse them," said Willis, although he used another word
for 'pooping.'
"Pigeons?....PIGEONS!....I HATE pigeons! I'll have those noisome bastards out of town, pronto!" Frank confidently shouted.
"Good, I knew I could count on you Frank. You'.Ve got carte blanche with this case, so do what you need to do," said Willis.
Frank marched out of the room with bis head held high, humming "America the Beautiful." The Captain shook Qis head in disbelief and sat down at his desk.
"Uh, Captain," Officer Thompson murmured. ,
"Yes? What is it Thompson?" the captain asked, lifting his head from paperwork.
''Did you give Frank clearance to the assault rifles?" asked Thompson.
"Hell no, why?" asked Willis.
"You might want to take a look at the gun cabinet," responded Thompson.
Frank stood by the gun arsenal, tugging at the cabinet door.
''FRANK!!!" screamed Willis.
''These are just ordinary pigeons. What, are you living in an Alfred Hitchcock movie or something?!" the Captain shouted from across the room.
Frank gave the thumb's up sign and walked out of the department house.
Frank arrived on the pigeon scene slightly late because he ran out of gas on the way and had to take a taxi, but he felt sure that these pigeons were no match for him and his trusty
pistol. Only one problem arose: no pigeons. Frank wandered the street for hours looking for pigeons with no luck. He decided to make use of his time and give out all of the citations he
possibly could.
"Hold it!" Frank shouted.
Frank ran over to a lady crossing the street and started filling out a ticket.
''What did I do?" asked the lady.
"Jaywalking, you criminal. Don't play dumb with me! You lawbreakers with your diabolical minds. It sickens me," said Frank.
"Oh my God! The bank across the street is being robbed, look!" shrieked the lady.
"Yeah, sure... Trying to distract me while I write your ticket, huh? Last w~k one wiseguy told me to look up at something, and while I. was staring he ran away. I'm not falling
for that trick again," said Frank.
_ Meanwhile, two masked men ran from the bank, hopped into a BMW and sped away. Frank handed the lady her ticket after giving an inarticulate speech on the dangers of
jaywalking. After handing out twenty or so citations, mostly traffic violations for improperly inflated tires, Frank returned to the department house. The captain told Frank about an
assignment that he would be given soon. The captain explained that he needed Frank to go out west to Nevada to follow an unauthorized Ronco salesman who skipped town after taking
people's money. Frank loved the idea,. The department had finally come to realize what he had known for years: that he was the best officer in police history.
Comin Soon: Coffee, Coffee and Insani . Oh yeah, and coffee, too.

Wednesday March 27th
at The Wild Pizza
starting at 7pm
.FEATURING:
fl

KNIGHTRO WANTS·YOU TO
TO CHECK WHAT THE CAB
CONCERT COMMITEE
HAS DONE FOR YOU ...

INDIE KNIGHTS

NI ({)) Jr lllI lft !ft.
and the ne'1Vly signed

DELORIS TELESCOPE
local punk phenoms .

POTENTIAL FR.EN2V
VEIL
. & BEST OF CUCHIARRA
STUDENTS GET IN FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.
STANDING ROOM ONLY
ALSO SPONSORED BY THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
& AXIS MAGAZINE
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·i~ SERA-TEC BIOLOGICA"9S
Until Robots replace Humans
...your plasma will always be needed

~\

~·...;:-:- DID YOU KNOW?

YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate you for your time when.giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

IOo/o off

.w/ Student l.D.

282-0505

7.5 E. Colonial Dr.
Downtown Orlando
407-839-0077

S5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
wI valid student ID

UNITY...
THEE HIPPEST
PLACE IN TOWN!

for dine-in or take out only

l.ocated across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver! ·

25e Wings ·
Monday - Friday II -·5
All Day ud Night Saturday

-GREAT SERVICE
-GREAT LOW PRICES
-SAME GREAT LOCATION

B
COLLEGE BOOK RACK VOL IV
OUR BUSINESS 1-S USED TEXTBOOKS

Make Us A Part
OtYour Future

FORMER LOCATION OF COLLEGE BOOK &

RETAIL MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive Compensation Program
Excellent Benefit Plan
Training and Development
Regional Locations
Equal Opportunity Employer

Check with your campus placement
office for further information

-

l i.-'.'llO-...:;."'.::.~·::;;:::~e.a;

COLLEGE BOOK RACK VOL IV
12209 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ORLANDO, FL 32817
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1be Golden Knights' consistently
strong pitching staffs are no accident

•

..

•
•

•

•

The UCFwomen left the rest of
the competition in their wake as they

In the Men's Open the Golden
Knights wenttoo-to-toewiththeFighting Irish before rowing through the
Hurricanes. They challenged
Georgetown and YaJe for the lead but
fell short.

is there is a tremendous amount of
medaled in nearly every race. Both the
depth.
While the majority of the UCF Novice and the Lightweight women
''The best pitch in baseball
"It's one thing to have a lot student body spent spring break relax- bad strong showings as they took top
is strike one," says coach Maack. of bodies out there, but we've got ing, the Golden Knights Crew team honors against the stiff competition .
"Get ahead of the hitters."
a lot of pitchers who can pitch," made a futile attempt to rebound from
Statistics prove it, too. When Maack said.
an unsuccessful showing at the Metro
a pitcher throws the first pitch to a
Middle relief may end up Cup Regatta Using two-a-day workbatter for a strike, 82 percent of being the main factor to whether outs to prepare for the upcoining
th.e time he'll get the batter out. or not the Golden Knights go to President's Cup held March 16 at
On the other hand, if it's a ba11, the Omaha this season. No Knight Harbour Island in Tampa, the Golden
percentage drops to 64 percent. has pitched a complete game yet, Knights dug their oars deep into the
Regardless of the statistics, coach with only Tim Riegert coming water hoping to strike gold.
Maack stresses that there must be even close, going eight innings
The President's Cup welcomes
fun in what they're doing, and earlier this year. UCF lacks the 90 many of the elite programs in the
success can come when having mph pitcher they possessed last nation to compete. If a team wants to
fun.
season.
earn respect, winning the President's
"That's the main thing we
"This year we have a lot of Cup Regatta is the race to do it
want our pitchers to be focused guys that are pretty similar,"
The Golden Knights stepped
on, to relax and have fun while Maack said. "They throw in the into a field that included Yale,
working ahead," Maack said.
low to mid 80s and don't have that Georgetown, Miami, Florida State,
Working ahead they are. one-out pitch to just hammer Notre Dame, Oernson, Jacksonville
Fifteen games into the season, the somebody."
and the University ofTampa.
team ERA is 3.56, with the ofThe result is that this years'
Preparationpaidoffforthe UCF
pholD/SOLAllES
fense producing an average of six squad isn't going to produce nearly crew as they made a strong showing
runs a game (+2.44). Although as many strike<?uts as last year.
The
UCF
women
rowed
their
way
to
the
coveted
President's
by taking home.many gold and silver
the one weakness that coach
_ "We've gotto rely on our medals.
Cup against crew powerhouses like Yale and Georgetown.
Maack wants to overcome is the defense,"Maacksaid. "We'rego- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - rotation. Currently, Craig Cozart ing to give up a lot of ground balls
and Tim Riegert are the two main and pop-ups."
starters, but the team ·is lacking
But he doesn't want his
middle relief and a strong closer. pitchers to become dependent on
"The starters are the easier the seven guys behind them every
ones to find," Maack commented. game .
"If they give up a hit, they
"We're trying to find a closer."
No matter how good your still need to stay mentally focused,
EDGE SALUTES MEN'S INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE
starters are, you need someone to and not get defensive on the
come in and shut the door. Even mound. Attack the next hitter,"
the best starters aren't going to go Maack said.
The only goal coach Mike
nine innings every time. A consisMaack
has set for his pitchers in
tent middle reliever is another slot
the Knights are having a problem 1996 is to lead them to Omaha and
filling,.mainly because the Golden the College World Series - a
Knights' pitchers are geared . as goal the rest of the team seems to
starters, but the advantage in that · have no problem excepting.

UCF plumetls to 23-tt, and a dismal
3-4 over their last seven games
loss as UCF stranded 11 runners on
base. Gregg Pacitti, the teams leading
hitter, did his part as he went 3-for-4
with two RBIs. ToddBellhom chipped
in with two hits and an RBI but it was
not enough.
"We'll have our ups and
downs," said third baseman Andy
Moser. "We just
have to make sure
that we keep the
downs to a minimum."

•

by MARTA MORENO
Staff writer

from PICKED, page 12

from BASEBALL, page 12

•

Crew team sbikes gold at Presidenfs Cup

The Knights
had been on the ups
before the Stetson
series, winning
sevenoutoftheirlast
nine and averaging
almost nine runs per
game in that stretch.
Last Tuesday, UCF continued their high-scoring attack as they pounced MarylandEastern Shore 16-3.
The Knights pounded out 20
hits against their over-matched opponentasRyanPeavey andErik:Johnson
led the way with three hits apiece.
Fourotherplayerschippedin with two
hits each.
Peavey also led the team with
threeRB Is and Thornton Davis, Adam
Johnson and Scott Loubier added two
each. Davis belted his team leading
fifth home run of the season. Grant
Eckard got the victory, pitching five
strong innings allowing only four hits
and no runs. Davis hurled the last three
innings, striking out seven.

UCF continued its production
against the Rhode Island Rams, winning 13-3 as the Rams committed six
errors. Carey Weeden got the victory
in his first start of the season, throwing
six innings while giving up only three
runs and striking out five. Pacitti,
Bellhorn and Brad King each provided two hits to lead the Knights
balanced attack as 11 players got hits.
UCF then
battled Akron in a
double-header.
Brian Gomes
started for the
Knights and was
shelled for I0 runs
in 4.2innings. UCF
losttheopener 182, but bounced
back in the second
game with a 14-2
victory.

·edge salutes UCPs 5-on-5 intramural
basketball champions,
''lhe True Playaz."
After first and second round wins over
UMass and Stanford, the playaz are in
the Sweet 16 and movin' on up!

S t e v e

Golden pitched a complete game
ten-hitter while allowing only the
two runs.
He also struck out five and
walked none. Moser and Cardenas
each had three hits and three RBis
as the Knights pounded out 15 on
their way to victory. Peavey, E.
Johnson and Bellhom added two
hits and two RBis apiece.
Tonight, UCF will try to
avenge an early season loss to
cross-town rival Rollins at home.
The Knights then return to
conference action Friday and
Saturday against Florida Atlantic
at home with a double-header on
Saturday.

NOW EDGFGEL
CTION FORMULA
has more friction.reducing lubricants than ever to
protect you from nicks and cuts better than foams.
For a doser, smoother shave, it's just in the nick of time.
ULTIMATE CLOSENESS.
Ul.TIMATE COMFORT.
C199<S C JoMson&Son. lrC.Alngllllres&Mld

THATS THE EDGE.
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UCF drops first three TAAC
games of.season to Hatters
D The Knight$ were
shut out by Chuck
Beale in the opener,
then edged twice by
one run in twin-bill.

In the wor1d of professiona1 boxing, the word monopoly pretty much describes it
a11 these days. "Iron" Mike Tyson
gives two meanings to the word
with his over-powering presence.

by TRAVIS BELL
Staff writer

After opening the year with a
23-8 non-conference record, the
Golden Knights' baseball team looked
to begin their conference schedule
withabang.However,thethree-game
series at DeLand against the Stetson
Hatters last weekend sounded more
like a thud.
UCF lost the opener of the series 5-0 as Stetson held the Knights to
just four hits in the game. UCF headed
intotheirSaturdaydouble-headerhoping for revenge. What the Knights got
were two one-run losses and an 0-3
conference record.
In the opener, Stetson jumped

When you think of boxing, who's the name most like1y
to be thought of or mentioned
first? Mike Tyson. Usually
Tyson's opponents are unheard
of until they' re given the "Rocky
Balboa vs. Apollo Creed" chance
of a lifetime. Only in these instances, there are no 15 round
stands to shock the world. The
only shock Tyson has fe]t was
the Joss of his Undisputed
Heavyweight Championship to
Buster Douglas, another "who?"
boxer before his title bout.

out to an early lead with two runs in the
second inning, butUCF struck back in
the fifth with two runs to tie the game
as Erik Johnson and Adrian Cardenas
each provided run-scoring hits. The
Knights proceeded to leave the bases
loaded in the sixth and seventh, so the
Hatters provided the knockout punch
in the seventh as Tim Parker drove in
the game-winning run with two outs
for a 3-2 victory.
Matt Lubozynski took the hill
in the night-cap and tried to end the
Knights woes. He struggled, allowing
four runs and six hits in three innings.
UCF chipped away at the lead as they
scored single runs in four separate
innings to tie the game at 4-4, but the
damage was done again in the seventh
inning.
This time, Kevin Nicholson
drove in the game-winner and the
Knights were handed their third consecutive loss. Carey Wee.den took the

)

)

)

When's the Jast time l.4
million people ordered a boxing
match on pay-per-view that had
nothing to do with Tyson.
Holyfield vs. Bowe was the latest attempt only to be overshadowed by Tyson's "free T.V."
match against Buster Mathis Jr.
Maybe 20-30 years ago when
Ali, Frasier and Foreman were
in their prime and if pay-perview even existed. But in the
present day, a11 through his stay
in prison, Mike was and is boxing.
Then there' s Tyson's paychecks (so to speak). Not even
monopoly play money can depict one night's earnings for
Tyson. And one night isn't the
truth either. Try more like 89
seconds to 7 minutes. The Bruno
fight earned Tyson an easy 30
million for 7 minutes of standing in the ring, throwing 11 consecutive punches, take a shower,
and talk to the media for a few
more minutes. Not bad for someone with a high school GED.
Tyson has already earned
close to $100 million in his three
bouts since his return. That's
equivalent of at least four baseball team's entire payroll combined forone season. Funny how
there's never any complaints
about the massive amounts of
money for beating each others
faces in.
Frank Bruno had the right
to complain previously to the
fight last week. Tyson earned
$30 million, while Bruno received a quarter of that at $7
million. Sure, take your $7 million and keep your mouth shut,
but why does Tyson get 4 times
as much? Because he is boxing.
Tyson is a monopoly!

Questions? Comments?
Suggestions? E-mail Chris at
ces05522@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
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Maack shapes 'em up and ships 'em out to the pros
D The pick-off move
that got Maack to the
bigs is now helping
set national records
for lefty Tim Riegert.
by CHRIS ELIAS
Staff writer

From Tulane University to
the Minnesota Twins, to a published book titled The Move, and
eight seasons as assistant coach
and pitching coach, you better not
blink or you may just miss him.
How does 90 picked-offrunners in three years sound? In the
pros, too! CoachMikeMaackmay
be retired from the mound, but he
hasn't retired his thoughts and
skills. It's just that now his vehicle has gone from doing it to
teaching others how to do it.
Maack now teaches the
UCF pitchers some of his old
tricks. He played for the Minnesota Twins from '82-'85 before
joining the Golden Knights' staff
under Jay Bergman eight seasons
ago. His signature move is picking off runners, and it has definitely rubbed off on the UCF
mounds corps.

Thirteen runners were
picked off through 15 games this
season (almost one runner per
game), and over 160 in the p~st
three seasons. In fact, as of last
week senior lefty Tim Riegert had
10 picks on the season including
fiv~ against Rider earlier in the
season, to set a new national
record.
"I had my ~wn move in high
school," said Riegert · o~ his Dr.
Phillip days where he was a first
team Mizuno All-American .
"Coack Maack taught me his move
when I came here (to UCF), but it
took me a couple of years to really
get it down."
"It's not an easy move to
learn, but once you do it can really
be effective," Maack added.
He's even written a book
about that difficult, but rewarding
pick-off move appropriately ti tied- The Move. But, even Coach
Maack will tell you there's more
to pitching than pick-offs. According to Maack, teams win with
strong pitching and hitting alone
will not win games for a team.
So what is the most important part of the game as a pitcher?
The first pitch?
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UCF pitching coach Mike Maack, takes some time out after
a recent game to demonstrate the Jong-seemed grip.

